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ABSTRACT

Generalized "bending is a one parameter family of 
changes to two curvatures and related thicknesses of a 
previously defined optical system consisting of spherical 
and plane refracting surfaces, This family of changes 
leaves first order properties invariant at all other sur
faces in the system. Thus, third order aberrations at the 
other surfaces are also unchanged. This permits expressing 
the third order aberrations as functions of independent 
generalized bends at different locations, which allows 
simultaneous correction of several aberrations.

Comparison of ray fan plots for real rays through 
an optical system shows marked differences for various 
degrees and locations of generalized bending. Surfaces 
are easily identified at which a generalized bend would 
make significant changes to aberrations of the original 
lens. This use of generalised bending would be useful in 
advanced stages of a design routine.

vlii



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

This thesis is concerned with the generalised bend
ing equations of Sutton (1963)1 their derivation, their 
properties and a discussion of their possible value and 
application to optical design^ We depart from the sign con
vention used by Sutton and use one defined by Hopkins and 
Hanau (1962, ppe 5-4e 5-5, 5-32)0 x

Most texts concerning geometrical optics, such as 
Jenkins and White (1957)e discuss the aberrations of a sim
ple, positive, thin lens. These are related to changes in 
the shape or bending of the simple lens6 But, it is not 
easy to state the relationship between aberrations and the 
shape of a thick, real element buried in the middle of a 
compound optical system. One cannot make a simple change in. 
the shape of one element without changing all of the proper
ties of that system. On the other hand, generalized bending 
does permit a relatively simple alteration of an arbitrary 
pair of adjacent surfaces while retaining the previous first 
order quantities at all other surfaces and consequently main
taining the third order aberration contribution of all other 
surfaces as well.
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Derivation
The sign convention and notation used in this deri

vation and throughout the rest of this paper will agree 
essentially with MIL-HDBK-1^1 (Hopkins and Hanau, 1962, 
pp. 5-4, 5-5» 5-32)• Light is considered to be traveling 
from left to right from an object surface through a consecu
tively numbered series of surfaces to an image plane. We 
assume a right hand coordinate system with the optical axis 
of the system along the Z axis and with positive Z direction 
to the right. The YZ plane will be the meridional plane 
with positive Y direction upward. Normally, object points 
will be picked to have a negative Y value in an'XY plane so 
that the image height produced by a normal focal system will 
be positive. A general surface will be called the jth sur
face. The curvature of the jth surface, cj, is equal to the 
reciprocal of the radius of curvature of the surface, r y  
Both are positive if the center of curvature is to the right 
and negative if to the left. The distance, referred to as 
thickness tj, along the axis from the jth to the j+1 sur
face, is positive if the j+1 surface lies to the right of 
the jth surface and is negative if it lies to the left. The 
refractive index between the jth and j+1 surface is nj. The 
heights of axial and oblique rays at the jth surface are Yj 
and ?j respectively. Lower case letters, yj and yj,
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represent the paraxial height of the marginal and chief ray
heights respectively. The slope angles of the marginal and
chief rays in the space between the jth and j+1 surfaces are 
Uj and uj respectively and are equal to (yj^-yj)/tj and 
(yj+l*-yj)/tj and retain the algebraic sign of these 
quantities•

In this derivation it is assumed that an optical 
system exists for which curvatures, thicknesses and refrac
tive indices are known. We will consider three consecutive 
surfaces (Fig. 1) numbered 1, 2 and 3 to represent any three 
consecutive surfaces of an optical system. We desire to 
find a one parameter family of values for c^, t^, Cg and t2 
for which the paraxial quantities at the third surface, u2»
Y y  $2 and remain invariant for a given set of input
values, uQ, y^, u0 and y^. First, using paraxial refraction 
and transfer equations, u2 and u2 are written in terms of 
Uq, y1# u0, y^, c1, t^ and c2. Then c^, t^ and c2 are given 
new values, c£, t£ and c|, which would imply new values ug 
and u*. Since we demand, however, that u2 and u2 remain un
changed? we can equate these two expressions and solve for 
cl* ^1 2131(1 c2* By eliminating cj from the resulting equa
tions, we find that the product of t^c^ is an invariant 
quantity. Here we introduce the bend parameter, k, as the 
ratio of t£/t^ and c2/cg. Returning this to the previous 
equations, we can solve for cj in terms of the original
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Marginal Ray 
Optic Axis

Chief Ray
Given Lens 

Parameters
cn n n 3

Fig. 1. Bend Derivation Parameters
In the text, formulas are derived for modified values of the 
parameters Cm, t,t , and t2 which will leave invariant the 
paraxial quantities shown here (above the dashed line). A 
family of solutions based on an arbitrary positive parameter, 
denoted by k, is obtained.
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system parameters and k. Next we write and y^ in terms 
of uQ, u 0, ylf y^, c^, t^, c2 and tg. Substituting changed 
values, cj, t£, c| and t| gives new values, y^ and y*. De
manding that y*=y3 and y*=y3 and using previously found 
expressions for cj, tj and c|; we can solve for t| in terms 
of the original system parameters and k, and we are through.

Details of the derivation follow. The paraxial re
fraction and transfer equations are (Hopkins and Hanau,
1962, p. 5-32)

n juj ‘ n j-luj-l + yjc;j(nj-l-n o)
and

yj = yj-l +

From Eqs. (1) and (2) we can write

n2u2 = nlul + y2c2^nl“n2 ^

y2 = yi +

and

niui = nouo + yiCi("o-"i)' (5)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4) and then Eqs. (4) and (5) 
into Eq. (3),

n2u2 = n0u0 + yicl<nO-nl)
+ px + ( V n ^ C n o U Q  + y1c;i(n0-n1)]]c2(n;L-n2)

(2)

(3)

W



Expanding and collecting terms containing y^, 

n2u2 - n0u0 = yiC^tny-^) + Cgfni-ng)

+ n0u0(t1/n1)c2(n1-n2). (6)

The same equation can be written for the chief ray by substi
tuting u2, uQ and y^ for u2, uQ and y^;

n2u2 - n0u0 = yi[ci(no-ni) + Cgtn^-ng)
+ (t1/n1)c1(n0-n1)c2(n1-n2)]
+ nQUQ(ti/hi)c2(ni-n2). (7)

Then, assuming a system exists with slightly different 
valuesi we substitute c£, tj, c|, u| and u| for c^, t^, c2, 
Ug and xig in Eqs. (6) and (7);

n2u2 " n0u0 = yi^cl(n0-nl) + c2(nl-n2)
+ (t*/n1)c*(n0-n;L)c*(n1-n2)]
+ nQUQCt^/^lcgC^-Tig), (8)

and

n2a2 “ n0a0 = + c2(nl-n2)
+ (ti/n^)c*(ng-n^)c*(n^-n2)]
+ n0u0(tj/n1)o|(n1-n2). (9)

Since we demand that u2=u| and u2=u|, the right side of Eqs.
(6) and (8) are equated and multiplied by -y^. Likewise,
Eqs. (7) and (9) are equated and multiplied by y^. These
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two equations are added. As a result, the terms in brackets 
in (6), (7), (8) and (9) cancel, leaving;

yin05o<ti ^ i )c2<nl-n2) - y1no V tl/nl)c2(nl"n2)
= y1n0C0(t*/n1)c*(n1-n2) - y1n0u0(t*/n1)c*(n1-n2). 

Regrouping and canceling gives

(yln0s0 - yin0u0)tlc2 = (yln050 - yin0u0)tle2* (10)
The first term in parenthesis on both sides of the equation 
is easily recognized as the Lagrange invariant. Since the 
marginal and chief rays are separate and distinct, this 
quantity cannot equal zero. Therefore, Eq. (10) reduces to

V g  = t*c*. (11)

Now, to agree with the equations Sutton (1963) derived; the
bend parameter, k, is introduced by defining

t* = kt1# (12)

Substituting this into Eq. (11) gives

c* = c2/k. (13)

Substituting Eqs. (11), (12) and (13) into Eq. (8) and 
equating this with Eq. (6), the resulting equation reduces 
to only the quantity in brackets on each side of the 
equation,
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Cl(nO”nl) + C2^nl"n2̂  + (tl//nl ̂ C1 ̂ n0”nl ̂ C2 ̂ nl"n2 ̂

= c*(nQ-n^) + (c2A)(n1-n2)
+ (t1/n1)c*(n0-n1)c2(n1-n2).

Transposing, factoring and multiplying through by n^, yields

(cl“cl) (no”nl)[nl + tl°2^nl'mnZ ^
= niC2(l-l/k)(n^-n2).

We shall define = n^ + t^c2(n^-n2), This is substituted 
into the preceding equation which is then solved for cj,

n.c?(l-l/k)(n,-nP) 
c? = c. + (14)

Ql(no-ni)

Equations (12), (13) and (14) are the desired equations for 
a bend which will retain the slope angles u2 and u2, as in
variant. Next, we proceed to find the equation for t| which 
will maintain y^ and y^ constant. From Eq, (2) we can write

y3 = y2 + (t2/n2)n2u2, (15)

and

y2 = y% + (16)

Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (16)

y2 = y% + (■fci/ni)Cn0uo + yici(no-ni^* d?)
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Substituting Eq. (17) and r^Ug from Eq. (6) into Eq. (15)

y3 = yi + { W C nouo +yiC1(no-n1)l
+ (t2/n2^ n0u0 + yxCci(n0-ni) + Cgfn^-ng)
+ (ti/ni^ cl̂  no~nl̂  c2 ̂ nl-n2 ̂
+ n0u0(t1/n1)c2(n1-n2)j .

Collecting terms containing , and putting the remaining 
terms over the common denominator, n^ng,

y3 = y1[l + (t1/n1)o1(n0-n1) + (•t2/n2)[c;L(n0-n1)
+ c2(n^-n2) + (t1/n1)c1(n0-n1)c2(n1-n2)]|
+ n()u0[n2t1 + + t]t2c2(n^-n2)]/n^n2. (18)

Rewriting Eq, (18) for the chief ray by substituting y^, y^
and u0 for y^, y1 and u0,

y<3 = y^fl + (ti/ni)ci(no~ni) + (t2/h2)[ci(nQ-ni)
+ °2^nl”n2^ + ̂ tl/'nl ̂ C1 ̂n0~nl ̂ °2 * nl-n2 ̂
+ + nlt2 + tlt2c2 ̂nl-n2 ̂ ̂ /'nln21 (19)

Substituting changed parameters, c£, tj, c|, tg, y^ and y^ 
for clf t^, Cg, t2, y^ and y^ in Eqs. (18) and (19),

y3 = ^ l 1 + (t1/n1)ci(n0-n1) + (t2//n2^°l^n0-nl̂
+ c*(n^-n2) + (t*/n1)c£(n0-n1)c|(n1-n2)]|
+ nou0^n2tl + nlt2 + tlt2C2 n̂l"n2)1/nin2 » (20)
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and

y| = + ("t'1/n1) c£( no_ni) + ('t|/n2)[c»(n0-n1)
+ c*(n^-n2) + (t2/n^)c%(nQ-n^)cj*(n^-n2)]j

+ n0 % [n2tl + ^ 2  + tlt2c2(nl-n2) /̂nln2- (2D

Now we demand that y^=y^ and y^=y^* The right sides of Eqs• 
(18) and (20) are equated and multiplied by -y^. Likewise, 
the right sides of Eqs. (19) and (21) are equated and multi
plied by y^. These equations are added. As a result, the 
terras in |j in Eqs. (18), (19), (20) and (21) cancel, 
leaving,

yln0^0^n2tl + nlt2 + t2tlc2^nl"-n2 ^
- yin0u0^n2tl + nlt2 + t2tlc2^nl~n2 ^
- y^oQoE^t* + n^t* + tgtjcgt^-ng)]
- yinouo^n2tl + nltI + n̂l~n2 ^  (22)

This can be factored and regrouped as,

(yln030 - + nlt2 + t2tlc2(nl-n2)̂
(yln0S0 - yln0u0)[n2tl + nlt2 + (nl-n2)^ (23)

Again we see that the first factor on each side is the 
Lagrange invariant and therefore nonzero. Substituting Eqs. 
(11), (12) and (13) into Eq, (23) and reducing yields,

n2tl + “1*2 + *l*2c2(nl-n2)
= n 2kt1 + n^tg + tit2c2 n̂ l'en2 ^e
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Regrouping,

tg[n^ + tiCgfn^-ng)]
= t2[n1 + tiCgCn^-ng)] + t^gCl-k).

Substituting in the previously defined for the quantity 
in brackets and solving for tg,

^2 = t2 + tln2^:L”k /̂/Ql (24)

Equations (12), (13)» (14) and (24) are the expressions for 
the four system quantities as functions of the bend para
meter k that were desired. These equations are rewritten in 
terms of the jth and j+1 surface and collected here.

C» „ c . , n .iC.i+l(1-l/k)(ni-n i+l) 
a 0 9l(n j-l-n j)

tt = kt.J j

c3+i= cj+i//k

*3+1 = tj+l + tjn j+i(1-k)/Q1 

9 i = n o +

The preceding equations are considered to represent 
a "forward" bend at a jth and j+1 surface. A forward bend 
alters two curvatures and the thicknesses following each of 
these surfaces. The equations can be rewritten for a "back
ward" bend. This will alter two curvatures and the



thicknesses preceding each of these surfaces. An optical 
system can be considered in the reverse senset that is, rays 
are traced from image to object. Fig. 2 illustrates such a 
reversed system. Note that curvatures reverse signs, but 
thicknesses and indices retain the previous values. Apply
ing the bend equation to this reversed system, we can see 
that; c* refers to the j+1 surface, t* refers to tj, c%^ 
refers to the jth surface and t%^ refers to From
this the following relations existi

A

A

tj+1 j-1
A

A

Substituting these into the bend equations givesi
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Normal Orientation

a-l 0+1
0-1 0+1

o+i

Reversed Orientation

-c j

Fig. 2. Backward Bend Diagram
In the text, bend equations are applied to a reversed opti
cal system. The results are written in terms of a normal 
orientation and the process is defined as a "backward" 
bend.
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t* = kt.
v J

c*+i = -cj/k
A A

*3+1= tj-i+ tjnj-i(lrk)/1ai
Returning to the normal direction, we can write;

*3-1 = *3+1

o> C-l.
* 11 -^3+1

t* = t*J j

*•001II

noting again that curvatures change sign. Combining these 
two sets of equations yields;

c3 = c/ k
t< = kt.
v u

A n .c .(l-l/k)(n .-n . .)«1 . *1 i i <1 .C3+l = Cj+1 + - , A  A

where

A A A A A A x
Q1 = nj-tjCj(nj-nj-l)

These equations will henceforth refer to a "backward" bend
at a jth and j+1 surface.



CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAL CHANGES TO LENS

In this chapter the physical effect on a particular 
lens will be discussed# For the purpose of this study we 
have arbitrarily chosen a 100 millimeter, F/3.5, triplet 
(Fig# 3). In the following chapters, the effects of the 
application of the preceding formulas to this lens will be 
discussed from the standpoint of the effects on real rays 
traced through the lens and upon aberration coefficients.

Sutton (1963) discussed the singularity which occurs 
when Q^, in the equations for c^ and t%^ for a forward bend, 
goes to zero. It should be pointed out that this quantity 
is an invariant function of the original lens and does not 
change during a bend operation. Evaluating for extreme 
values of its parameters will show that can equal zero 
only in relatively widely spaced systems such as a relay. 
Recalling that is defined as

Qi = n j + tjcj+i(nr n o+i)-
can equal zero only when

l
tjcj+i(nj'n j+i) = -nr

The normal extreme for n 4-n is about -0.8 and the minimumJ J+l
15
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Stop

LENS SPECIFICATION
Radius of

Jurface Curvature Thickness Refractive Abbe(mm) (mm) Index Number
1 37.1 7.4 1.59015 61.02 OO

8.1 1.0Stop
1.8 1.0

3 -55.0 2.6 1.62377 35.74 36.7
8.7 1.0

5 127.0
6.4 1.62176 53.06 -43.2

81,5 1.0
Image Plane

Fig. 3# Triplet
This is the original 100 millimeter, F/3#5 triplet (Merte, 
1950) used for the investigation of generalized bending.
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value of rtj is obviously 1*0# Substituting l / r f o r  c 
and these values into the last equation yields,

t. = 1.25rj+1.

This means that the thickness preceding a surface would have 
to be greater than the radius of curvature of the surface.
In this triplet the greatest thickness is 9.9 millimeters 
while the shortest radius is 36.7 millimeters. In discuss
ing this singularity, it will suffice to note that Q1 will 
always be positive. Later we will consider the importance 
of the magnitude of Q^.

The next point of interest becomes apparent from 
looking at the equation for c^i

C, , c . l n .1c.Hl(l-l/lc)(ni-n i+l) 
0 J Qi(nj-rnj)

The change in the curvature of the first of a pair of sur
faces being bent is directly dependent upon the original 
curvature of the second. If the second surface is plane, 
c , there will be no change to the curvature of the 
first surface. Since the first element of the triplet being 
considered here is convex-plano, this situation will occur 
in this investigation. It does not present any apparent 
problems but will be considered further in the discussion of 
the "nodes'* in the next chapter. Note, however, a backward 
bend at the same two surfaces will change both curvatures.

.
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Before proceeding, note that when k=1.0, the bend 

equations degenerate to the original value of the parameters. 
Therefore, k=l,0 represents the original lens with no change. 
Depending on the value of the bend parameter k; a change of 
sign of the lens parameters c.t tj, and t j ^  may occur.
In the case of curvatures, this is entirely acceptable and 
may be desired. However, a change in the sign of the 
thickness following a refractive or reflective surface is a 
meaningless result. Such a change must be either prevented 
or controlled. The first and easiest case to dispose of is 
t ., Since t%=kt., t . will change signs only if k has a nega-
J u J J

tive value. Thus we must restrict k to positive values. We 
look next at since it is closely related to tj. This
restriction on k will also prevent a change of sign of Cj^. 
To cause the curvature of a surface to change signs, it must 
enter the bend equations as Cj, From the equation for ct, 
we can see that the magnitude of k and the sign of cj+]_ will 
control the sign of the second term in the equation. (Again, 
it is assumed that is positive.) The sign of Cj will 
change if the second term is of greater magnitude than cj 
and of opposite sign. As stated earlier, this change of 
sign may be desirable so it need not be prevented or con
trolled, Thus, by restricting k to positive values; it is 
certain that ĉfc, tt and c%^ will all be valid quantities 
until their magnitudes are carried to extremes.
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The remaining "bent" parameter, tt+1 is not as 

easily controlled as the previous three. Like t^, it must 
retain its original sign; but like c*$, many parameters con
trol it. Looking at the equation for tt^,

tj+i = V i +

We note that t n t j  and are all positive quanti
ties, If k is greater than one, the second term becomes 
negative. Then, if the magnitude of the second term is 
greater than t i t  will cause t % ^  to become negative, 
Again, this is a physically meaningless value. By restric
ting the maximum value of k to one, we could prevent this 
occurrence ? but that would be overly restrictive for the 
bending available to the other three system parameters. For 
this reason, rather than suggest a restriction on the value 
of k, we will return to the equation for t%^ to see when it 
is likely to occur. Substituting l/r^+1 for c^^, we can 
write the equation for as

Qi = n j + (tj/rj+i)(nj-n j+i)

We can show that the second term is generally quite small so 
« n^. In our triplet the maximum value of the ratio 

t j / r o c c u r s  for a backward bend at surface five and six. 
In this case, tj=8.7 and rj+^=36.7• so the ratio is 0.24$ 
while (nj-nj+ )̂ is 0,62377, These values make the magnitude 
of the second term in the equation 0,15» This is much less
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than any possible nj. Therefore, for rough approximation 
the formula for t^^ could be written

tJ+l " tj+l +

Obviously there is always a value for k which will cause the 
second term to be greater than t T h i s  value will depend 
mainly on the ratio of nj+1/n^ and t ^ / t G e n e r a l l y ,  the 
ratio n j+i/n j will be less than one when the two surfaces 
being bent define a glass element and will be greater than 
one when the two surfaces bound an air space. The maximum 
value of k used in any investigation in connection with this 
thesis was k=2.0. For this value of k, each time both 
n j+l//n j and t j/t j+i were greater than one, a negative thick
ness resulted. At no other time did it occur. In other 
words, a thick air space followed by a thinner glass element 
always resulted in a meaningless bend at k=2.0, As the 
ratio t j / t i n c r e a s e d  greater than one, a negative thick
ness occurred for smaller values of k.

While I have stated that a negative thickness is a 
meaningless situation, this should be qualified. An inter
mediate negative thickness would be acceptable if a subse
quent bend at another pair of surfaces is used to correct 
the sign. Such a procedure may be useful in some situations. 
Nevertheless, one must be alert to the occurrence of a nega
tive thickness and the previous discussion shows when this 
is likely. See Figs. 4 through 6,
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Fig* 4* Change to triplet, Forward Bend at Surfaces 1 and 2
This drawing shows the change to a triplet as a result of s 
forward bend a surfaces one and two for bend parameter, k,
equaling 0.5 and 2.0, Note that, since the second surface
is plane, no curvatures change• Thicknesses on both sides
of the plane surface do change*
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Fig, 5. Change to Triplet, Forward Bend at Surfaces 2 and 3
This drawing shows the change to a triplet as a result of a 
forward bend at surfaces two and three. When a plane surface 
is the first of a pair of surfaces being bent, it assumes 
both positive and negative curvatures depending on k. Also 
shown is the fact that the thickness following the third 
surface has become negative for k=2,0.
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Fig# 6# Change to Triplet, Forward Bend at Surfaces 3 and 4
This drawing shows the change to a triplet as a result of a 
forward bend at surfaces three and four for bend parameter, 
k, equaling 0,5 and 2.0, This represents a smooth, normal 
bend with the first surface of the pair being bent, assuming 
both positive and negative curvatures•



CHAPTER 3

THE EFFECTS OF BENDING ON REAL RAYS

Most of the information presented in this thesis is 
a result of data generated using the General Electric Time 
Sharing Service, MARK I and MARK II, from the terminal at 
the Optical Sciences Center at the University of Arizona,
All of the programs were written in BASIC language except 
one, "ABERAT", which.was written in FORTRANe

Initially, not having well defined goals, I at
tempted to learn something about these generalized bending 
equations® The first program, "BREAK", was written to per
form a paraxial ray trace for marginal and chief rays for a 
given lens® From these ray traces, error coefficients were 
calculatede These were done using the formulations given by 
Feder (1951s pp« 632, 633)® The forward bend equations were 
then applied to the lens for five values of the bend para
meter® Each pair of surfaces of the lens was bent starting 
at the front and proceeding through the lens® The new image 
error coefficients were calculated and printed out for each 
.surface as it was bent and also for each value of the bend 
parameter ® This immediately generated an overwhelming 
amount of data. An attempt to check the calculations by 
comparing with a run on the University of Arizona6s Control
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Data Corporation 6400 computer using Scientific Calculations 
InceS MACC0S“G0ALS'* Programp pointed out the fact that image 
error coefficients were being calculated differentlyo This 
approach was abandoned temporarily in favor of looking at 
the effect of bending upon a real ray traced through the 
lense At this point, I decided to switch to the notation 
and formulation of Hopkins and Hanau (1962) given in 
MIL~HDBK>l4l for all future calculations» The portion of 
the program "BREAK", which actually performed the bending, 
calculations, did not involve the changed notation® it was 
used to provide a data file, "BENT68® This file contained 
lens parameters for five values of k and for all possible 
forward and backward bends® A new program "REALRA" was 
written which traced real rays through an optical system®
The program was set up to trace thirty-three rays for each 
particular bend situation. These rays included meridional 
and skew fans for three field positions and an axial fan®
For each field position the chief ray through the original 
lens was traced first, and its height in the image plane was 
subtracted from the Y height of all the other ray's Y 
heights in the image plane® The chief ray height and the 
difference for the other rays was printed out as well as the 
X coordinate in the image plane for the skew rays® The rays 
traced and the plotting of the data was done basically fol
lowing the technique set forth by Hopkins in MIL-HDBK-141 
(1962, pp, 9“5i> 9“,6)o See Figs® 7 through 16®
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Fig. 10. Ray Fan Plot - Forward Bend at Surfaces 4 and 5
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Fig. 13* Ray Fan Plot - Backward Bend at Surfaces 2 and 3
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Fig. 14, Ray Fan Plot - Backward Bend at Surfaces 3 and 4
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It is difficult to make a general statement about

the effect of bending on,these plots» Bends at some sur
faces produce a smooth "fanning out" of the curves (Figs. 7s
9s 13s 14). At other surfacesg the bends weave the curves 
in a complex manner (Figs. 8, 15). However» in no ease did 
the bending generally displace the curves relative to each 
other. In one zone of the aperture the curves would sepa
rate? but at some other zone* the curves invariably remained 
in close relative proximity. By this I mean that at their 
closest point@ the curves for a full range of bends did not 
differ by more than four tenths of a millimeter. This is 
less than one per cent of the format size. At some surfaces 
the curves appeared to form a very pronounced "node" resem
bling a vibrating string node. This node identifies a 
special point in the entrance pupil. The position in the 
image plane of a real meridional ray through this point in 
the entrance pupil, is unchanged by bending. The most 
striking example of this occurred with a backward bend at 
the pair of surfaces which comprise the second air space in 
the lens (Fig. 15)e As pointed out in the previous chapter, 
a bend at an air space unfortunately caused a negative thick 
ness for a bend parameter only slightly greater than one. 
Nevertheless, for k«l a bend at this location does offer a 
smooth change, in aberrations. In this case there were two 
very pronounced nodes. There was usually only one node asso 
elated with each possible bend. Generally„ the location of



the node progressed from one side of the pupil to the other 
as the location of the bend operations was moved from the 
left end of the lens to the rights

The node associated with the forward bend at the 
first element of the lens was studied in some detail (Figs,
7 and 14-) e A ray with a half field angle of 0,2 radians 
through the top of the entrance pupil was changed by less 
than 10"6 millimeter in the image plane as bending occurred. 
Then„ when backward bends were performed on the first air 
space of the lens; the same rays went through with exactly 
the same intercept in the image plane. Finally it was real
ized that these bends both occurred at the plane surface of 
the lens with the plane surface entering the bend equation 
such that no curvatures were changed, as was pointed out in 
chapter two. The particular ray which was unchanged in the 
image plane by the bending was a ray which was rendered 
parallel to the optic axis after refraction at the first 
surface and was thus, normal to the plane surface, Since 
only thickness changes occurred on each side of the plane 
surface, this ray obviously would be unchanged, This 
doesn®t necessarily remove interest from this node. The 
plot of rays as bending occurred at this pair of surfaces 
did represent the smoothest 6fan6 of all the plots. Plane 
surfaces in optical systems may generally exhibit this 
smooth family of plots. If so, they might be of great use
fulness such as in the following application.
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If a pair of surfaces can be found which produce a 

node about which intercept plots are fanned out smoothly, 
perhaps a prior bend at some other surfaces could be used to 
locate this node on the axis of the intercept plot. This of 
course means that the stable ray would intercept the image 
plane at the same point as the chief ray. Then, bends at 
the location giving the fan of curves might provide consid
erable control over the intercept plots. For example, 
assume a forward bend at surface three and four (Pig, 9) 
with k=l,1, This would move the node associated with a for
ward bend at surface one and two (Fig, ?) down to the axis, 
Then a plot of a new fan of rays for bends at surfaces one 
and two might show a further bend which would provide 
considerable correction to the lens, ,



CHAPTER 4

THE EFFECTS OF BENDING ON SEIDEL CONTRIBUTIONS

Returning to study aberration coefficients, a new 
program„ "BREAKS", was written to calculate the five Seidel 
contributions plus the contribution to primary axial and 
lateral color (Hopkins8 1962, ppe 9-11)e This program was 
written so that for each bend situations the new sum of the 
contributions of all surfaces and the change in each sum 
from the original lens was printed out for each Seidel error 
and color coefficiento This still represented an overwhelm
ing amount of data® It was decided to try to describe the 
change in each coefficient as a polynomial function of k<$

The Seidel contributions are third order quantities 
based on first order ray information® If a bend is made at 
the first and second surfaces of a lens * the first order ray 
data at the third and subsequent surfaces will be unchanged 8 
Therefore» the Seidel contribution of these latter surfaces 
also is unchanged® Likewise, a bend at the third and fourth 
surfaces changes the Seidel contributions of these surfaces 
alone„ Thus, an optical system could be separated into 
independent pairs of adjacent surfaces yielding a maximum 
number of independent bends equal to one half the number of 
effective surfaces® The term effective surfaces is used to

39 . , .
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point out such things as the difference between a cemented 
and an air spaced doublet. The former has only three effec
tive surfaces and thus only one independent bend possible, 
while an air spaced doublet has four effective surfaces and 
two independent bends are possible.

The triplet presented in chapter two has six 
independent surfaces; and thus, there are three possible 
independent bends. As a straightforward but rather arbi
trary decision, the triplet was set up for three independent 
forward bends at the first and second, third and fourth, and 
fifth and sixth surfaces, It should be noted that the 
choice could have been three backward bends or a backward 
bend at the first and second surface with a forward bend at 
the fifth and sixth surface and either a forward or backward 
bend at the two middle surfaces. Since there were only 
three simultaneous independent bends possible, I decided to 
restrict the rest of this investigation to reduction of the 
coefficients for spherical, coma and astigmatism. It was 
assumed that these coefficients could be represented by an 
equation of the form for sphericali

Bq is the coefficient of the spherical contribution 
of the original lens, k^g is the bend parameter for a 
forward bend at surfaces one and two. Since k=l represents
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no change to a system, the form k^-1 was assumed as the 
variable. Now, the functions such as Bi2i^kl2-1) rePre” 
sent a change to the spherical contribution as a result of a 
forward bend at surfaces one and two. Program "BREAK2" was 
changed to perform j bends at each of the three bend loca
tions. It established a data file "DELB" which contained 
the change of a contribution versus the value of k^-1.
Fig. I? shows diagrammatically these programs in relation 
to subsequent programs•

A General Electric system program "POLFIT" was used 
which fit this data to a least-squares polynomial. This 
provided the value of the coefficients B34i* B56i*
F^2i* — — t These coefficients along with the values
for Bq , Fq , and C0 from "BREAK2" provided me with a system 
of three simultaneous non-linear equations in three un
knowns. Solving this system for zero would, in principle, 
yield the values for the bend parameter at these three loca
tions which would give zero third order spherical, coma and 
astigmatism.

To solve this system of equations, a second General 
Electric system program, "SECANT", was used. I modified the 
program "POLFIT", (renamed, "MYPOLY") to read the data file 
"DELB" prepared by "BREAK2". "MYPOLY" established a data 
file "COEFIC" which contained the values of the coefficients 
for the system of three equations. A FORTRAN program, 
"ABERAT" was written to formulate the system of three
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Name of 
Programs Name of 

Data Files

BREAK2

V

/
/

/
/

LENS <  -

DELB

TVIYPOLY t  /
/

/ Z  COEFIC
^  —  " 7ABERAT %  /

/

/

V
/

/
/

LENSCK < —

^ ^  (Printed Output)iiV  __ _   — — (Online Input)

_ ~~ -- > LENSA > ^
^  (Printed Output)

Logic Flow
Data Flow —  —  —  ^

Fig. 1?• Flow Diagram for Correcting Third Order Spherical, 
Coma and Astigmatism
This diagram shows the connections between the various pro
grams and data files described in the text to correct a lens 
for third order spherical, coma and astigmatism.
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equations using the data in "COEFIC". It then called 
"SECANT" to solve the set of equations and return the three 
values (k^g-l), (k^-l) and (k^-1) • The accuracy of this 
solution depended on the accuracy with which the polynomials 
actually represented the change in an aberration as a func
tion of the bend parameter# To check this, a modified 
version of "BREAK2" ("LENSCK") performed the three specified 
bends and calculated the actual Seidel coefficients for the 
new lens#

To summarize how the whole routine was used; first; 
a data file "LENS", was established which was the descrip
tion of a lens# The first number in the file was the number 
of surfaces in the lens. Then, following in sequence was 
the curvature, thickness, refractive index and dispersion of 
the first surface# This was repeated sequentially for the 
remaining surfaces. For the triplet I used, I specified 
eight surfaces with the first being the entrance pupil and 
the last being the image plane# The stop plane was omitted 
since its curvature obviously cannot be varied and would 
lead to confusion on some results.

With this file specified, the program "BREAK2" was 
run# It would ask the operator for the number of bends to 
be made and the value of bend parameters desired. A maximum 
of ten bends at each location could be made. Next "MYPOLY" 
was run# It would ask the operator for the degree of the 
polynomial to which the data in "DELB" was to be fitted.



Any degree less than the number of bends made could be spec
ified, but in practice I always used the maximum degree.
This prepared file "COEFIC" which was used by running 
MABERAT,‘e When "LENSCK" was run, it asked for the three 
values which represented the solution from "ABERAT”,
"LENSCK" also utilized the data file "LENS” as a starting 
point and calculated a new lens which was entered in data 
file "LENSA". It calculated the new actual aberration co
efficients and printed them as output, With this set-up, it 
was possible to perform an iterative process, File "LENSA” 
could be substituted for "LENS” in "BREAK2" and the whole 
process repeated with "LENSCK" starting from "LENSA" and 
establishing another file "LENSB"«

This procedure, without use of the iteration tech
nique , was used to find out what degree of polynomial was 
required to represent the change of an aberration coeffi
cient as a function of the bend parameter, and to find out 
what range of bends was required for this polynomial approx
imation » Eight runs were made varying the number of bends 
from three to ten® In each case the maximum degree of fit 
was specified in "MYPOLY" and the trial values of k were 
varied roughly from 0e5 to 2,0 (Table l)e It was found that 
as the degree of approximation was increased, there was 
always a decrease in the sum of the absolute value of the 
aberrations. Making three bends and letting a second degree 
polynomial represent the change of a contribution as a



Table 1* Reduction of Aberration Coefficients Versus
Number of Trial Bends for k=0«,5 to 2a0

Solution 
(Bend Parameter) 
For Surfaces

Bends

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1&2 3&4 ' 5&6:

,23071 1,01378 1,04772
,69852 ,98753 1,10414

1,69911 ,92597 1,21993
1,41708 ,94270 1,18587
1,32099 ,94845 1,17468
1,33570 ,94757 1,17635
1.34507 ,94702 1,17740
1,34189 ,94721; 1,17704

Reduced Aberration 
Coefficients

B
-*0474

-,0298 
-,0143 .

,00724 
,00155 

-,000426 
-,000128 
,0000611 

-,00000484

,00995 (Initial Values)
-,00293 
-,00522 J 
,00298 
,000606 

-,000174 
-,0000495 
,0000243 
,00000141

C
,0639 .'

,00425
,000343
,000687
,000123
,0000560
,0000154
,0000118
,00000576

£
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function of the bending resulted in a decrease of the con
tribution by a factor of two while making ten bends and 
fitting to a ninth degree polynomial resulted in a decrease 
by a factor of ten thousand#

Next, the trial values of k were reduced to the
range 0,75 to 1.5 (Table 2), The trial values of k were
further reduced to the range 0.9 to 1.2 (Table 3). In these 
last two cycles, a maximum of eight bends was made for each 
range of k. Here it was noted that as this range was de
creased, the process seemed to converge a little more 
rapidly but still to the same solution.

With each range, the solution which most nearly made
B, F and C equal zero was k12=:1«3^2, k^=,94?2 and k^^=1.177 
(Fig. 18), The reason for the two smaller ranges of bends 
converging more rapidly was probably because the actual 
final solution lay closer to these regions. Still, a high 
degree of approximation was required to get to the solution. 
It may be that a power series is not well suited for the 
approximation.

Finally, a linear approximation was made for the 
change of the contribution as functions of k. The data 
points used were for k=1.0 and k=l,01. The iterative tech
nique was used. By the end of the third iteration, the 
procedure had arrived at the same solution as the previous 
higher degree non-iterative procedure. It would seem that



Table 20 Reduction of Aberration Coefficients Versus
Number of Trial Bends for k=0<,75 to-1*5

B ends

3
4
5
6
7
8

Solution 
(Bend Parameter) 
For Surface

' 71&2 3&4' 5&6

*68128 *98892 1*09693
1*22458 *95471 I.I6323
1,35949 .94614 1*17912
1*34216 .94719 1*17709
1*34261 *94716 1*17713
1*34205 .94720 1*17707

B
—  ® 0^7^

Reduced Aberration 
Coefficients

*00995 (Initial Values)
—  9 0l62
-*00242
*000363
*00000387
*0000124
*000000156

-*00402
-o00126
*000149 
*00000221 
*00000567 

-.0000000764

C . . . 

0639

00220
000146
0000248
000000482
00000208
000000335



Table 3» Reduction of Aberration Coefficients Versus
Number of Trial Bends for k=0e9 to la2

Bends

3
4
5
6
7
8

Solution 
(Bend Parameter) 
For Surfaces

1&2

1®24317 
1®34008 
1 ® 3 4 0 3 6  

1,34215 
1.34205 
1,34131

2ML

o9535l
,94735
,94730
,94720
,94721
,94721

J&6

1,16472
1.17687
1.17687
1,17708
1,17706
1,17707

Reduced Aberration 
Coefficients

_B
— o 0474 ,00995(Initial Values)
,00220
,0000256
,0000339
,00000291
,000000749
,00000375

=*»0 0 08 64 
-,0000587 
-,0000124 
- ,0 0 0 0 0 0 2 8 1  

- , 0 0 0 0 0 3 8 5  

,00000734

C_

0639

000182 . 
0000219  

00000265  

00000185  

00000296  

OOOO297

\ 00
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Stop

1

Surface

LENS SPECIFICATION
Radius of 
Curvature 

(mm)
Thickness 

(mm)
1 37.1

9.9332 oo
6.507

Stop
1.8

3 -59.9 2.463
4 34.8

8.782
5 86.5

7.5336 -50.9
80.767

Image Plane

Fig. 18. Triplet Corrected for Third Order Spherical, Coma 
and Astigmatism
This lens is the result of forward bends at surfaces one and two (k=l*342), surfaces three and four (k=.94?2) and sur
faces five and six (k=1.177) of the original triplet (Fig. 3) 
which results in zero third order spherical, coma and astig
matism.



this would be much faster because it is so much simplere 
However$ in actual computer time used, the three simple 
iterations took twice as long as the ninth degree approx
imation rune Of course, programs could be made much simpler 
if only linear approximations were to be made* That might 
shorten the total time for the iterative technique and make 
it less than accomplishing the same thing by a one step 
techniquee This was not determined0 The important con
clusion seems to be that it is possible* with a sufficiently 
high degree of approximation* to arrive at the solution in 
one stepe



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

The basic premise of generalized bends holding first 
order properties constant except at a small selected region$ 
suggests its use to control third order aberrations8 It has 
been shown that this is possible $ and that selected aberra
tions can be effectively reduced to zero. Although it 
requires a fifth degree polynomial or more* it is possible 
to express the change of an aberration coefficient as a 
function of a bending parametere This permits the simulta
neous correction of several aberrations in one step. It is 
also possible to make a linear approximation of this change* 
but this requires several cycles to reduce the aberration 
coefficient to a desired value6 The fact that a high degree 
of approximation is required suggests that a polynomial 
other than a power series would fit this change bettere In 
principle one should be able to express the contribution of 
a surface as an exact function of the bend parametere This 
would, involve writing the aberration contribution of a sur
face in terms of the original lens parameters * original 
paraxial ray trace values and bend equations including the 
bend parameter 6
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The most serious drawback of using generalized bend
ing to correct third order aberration coefficients is that 
it used so many lens variables so rapidlya One independent 
generalized bend ties up four lens parameters e In the ease 
of the triplet only spherical, coma, astigmatism and focal 
length were controlled; while distortion, field curvature 
and color were uncontrollede This limits the value of gen- 
. eralized bending to correct simple systems. On the other 
hand, it would be very useful in more complex systems to 
control first and third order properties.

The insight that is available to the designer as a 
result of ray fan plots as a function of various generalized 
bends seems to be considerable. The possibility of using 
various nodes at various locations in the aperture for con
trol should be investigated further, The various plots 
suggest elements that control coma, or field curvature or 
distortion. Although a rather exhaustive series of plots 
were made in this investigation, it would appear that much 
more sketchy series of fans would provide the information 
necessary for making corrections®

The ray fan plots further give us a good appre- 
elation of the magnitude of the bend parameter required to 
effect a significant change in the lens6 quality, A range 
of bends from k=0e8 to k^l,2^ seems to be more than adequate 
to show what an element is doing. The thickness between the 
two surfaces being bent is important to consider for the
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possibility of becoming gero and to prevent a negative 
thickness from resulting® If this thickness is relatively 
large„ it must be watched much more closely®
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